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Why to remove batch-effects and normalize?

Both batch-effects removal and normalization refer to correction for unwanted technical variation

Batch-effects:
1) dates of sequencing
2) people done sequencing
3) flow-cells / plates
4) chemistry / protocol
5) lanes
6) read length
7) etc.

100% confounding: put cases and 
controls on different flow-cells

Normalization: correct for systematic variation in sequensing experiment
1) between samples (e.g. sequencing depth bias)
2) between features (e.g. gene length or GC content)



  

How to detect?

Difference in sequencing depth:

Batch-effects:



  

How to correct?

Normalization: normalize by library size (other choices: TMM, DESeq, Deconvolution)

Batch-effects: ComBat, SVA etc.

Before ComBat After ComBat



  

scRNAseq expression counts have typically ~80% of zero-counts

This is due to: 1) low amounts of RNA per cell, 2) RNA capture efficiency

Lots of zero-counts is main challenge in scRNAseq

We want to correct for sequencing depth and cell-to-cell difference in RNA capture efficiency

3 common normalization methods used for bulk RNAseq: 1) TMM, 2) DESeq, 3) RPKM

Main assumption of all 3 methods: most of the genes are not differentially expressed

TMM and DESeq rely on ratios of counts, therefore diverge when lots of zero-counts 



  

Brief Overview of Bulk RNAseq 
Normalization Methods:

RPKM, DESeq, TMM



  

RPKM normalization is an extension of so-called library size normalization

Library size normalization: scaling such that library size is equal between all libraries

Disadvantage: forced equalizing library sizes might eliminate true biological variation



  

DESeq: create reference library based on geometric mean of all 
libraries, calculate size factors as ratios against the reference library

Disadvantage: DESeq is based on ratio construction



  

TMM: select one library as a reference and normalize all other 
libraries against this one, calculate M-values, trim extremes

Disadvantage: TMM is also
based on ratio construction
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TMM and DESeq Minimize Technical Variation



  

scRNAseq – Specific Normalization Methods:

Deconvolution (Pooling-Across-Cells-Method)



  

Deconvolution Normalization Method



  

Benchmarking: Deconvolution Method Performs Best

Deconvolution



  

Deconvolution vs TMM vs DESeq vs RPKM: Size Factors

For other data sets it might not look as good as for ILC!



  

How does deconvolution normalization method
compare with RPKM and normalizations

by using spike-ins?



  

CV^2 vs. Mean Expression Plot 



  

PCA Plot 



  

tSNE Plot 



  

Cell Cycle Phase Assignment 

Pre-trained classifier looks at pairs of genes having difference in expression 
that changes sign from phase to phase of cell cycle



  

Methods for Testing for Differential 
Expression without Normalization:

SCDE, ROTS



  

Single-Cell Differential Expression (SCDE)



  

Single-Cell Differential Expression (SCDE) Method 



  

Benchmarking on mice embryonic stem cells: SCDE  and ROTS 

P. Kharchenko et al., Nat.Com. 2014

M. Jaakkola et al., Brief.Bioinf. 2016



  

Benchmarking on mice and human cells: SCDE and ROTS 
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